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Abstract: A method of software license management is suggested in the paper. It is up-to-date for distributed
institutions that are using network and distance forms for a software. The basis of the method consists of: 1)
a parser to retrieve required information from license manager’s system log-files; 2) a database formed on
parsing results; 3) a web database interface to generate the most demanded data retrievals that allow you to
make a standard decision on license management. The log-files format of a license manager is studied. Different
choices to use this method are discussed in details. An example is given in the paper to show the benefits from
this method applying for an educational institution that uses customized expensive software.
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INTRODUCTION policy you should install the software (with or without

This paper is devoted to the network software license then registered clients will get  access  to  the  software
utilization analysis. It is an increasingly noteworthy (i.e. run enabling) through the local network. The number
subject in the business world today. Network licensing of registered clients in this case can be unspecified but it
assumes that an enterprise or a large university obtains, shouldn’t exceed the number of university’s licenses on
uses and manages thousands of different high-value this software product (this is a floating licensing policy).
applications. Universities naturally hold an extensive The license manager installed on the server administrates
profile of licensed software applications, a vast the process of license awarding by fixing software usage
population of users set in various groups and different on the local network computers. Its job is to communicate
levels of license usage permissions. Handling information with the application and receive the license request from
about software license usage is a real challenge. So it is it. It then passes the request to the vendor daemon, that
necessary for universities to have a special tool for is created by the publisher and is unique to each
license utilization monitoring that can help them to “enabled” application installed on the network. It is the
optimize license obtaining and software costs, to improve vendor daemon’s job to process the license request and
company productivity through reduction of denials and to either grant it or deny it, depending on the number of
efficient license allocation and forecast future needs by available licenses and predefined license usage
providing information required to make the right license constraints.
management decisions. The general structure of a license manager is shown

This task is especially up-to-date and important for below (Fig. 1):
distributed universities that are using network and The license manager writes its whole service
distance software forms. The Southern Federal University information into the special log-file [1]. Unfortunately,
(SFU) is among them, so we are applying network based some vendor license managers (supplied with a software)
licenses in our university for some customized licensed don’t allow to get the license usage statistics directly,
expensive software. According to the network licensing usually  you should buy some additional modules for that.

electronic key) and its license manager on the server and
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Fig. 1: License Manager functional structure

So it is necessary for universities to develop some tools parser you need to specify a path to the log-file to be
providing a comprehensive solution to manage and parsed. Every line of the file is analyzed to find required
monitor the utilization of software products. data.

This paper concerns the method of analyzing the Every time the user sends his request to start a
network software license usage based on license software program the license usage data are added to the
manager’s log-file parsing. A special database (DB), end of log-file, so new information is constantly added to
attended to store a required software license information, the log-file. That’s why you should save the “current
is developed under this method. The method suggested point” in the database to know the place in the log-file to
in the paper was practically implemented in the Southern start parsing when the parser starts next time. So the
Federal University. It provides a management solution for summary scheme of the parser’s work may be described
license management software such as FlexNet Publisher as follows: first of all, the parser sends a request to the
(formerly FlexLM) [2]. Some results of network licensing database to receive a “current point”; then it begins to
efficiency analysis compared to individual licensing are parse the log-file from the “current point” being received
discussed in [3]. and after that the parser saves the received information

The method suggested in the paper will leverage and a new “current point” into the DB.
university’s investment in expensive software licenses, it
will allow university to save money on maintenance and The Parser Work Modes: There are two modes of the
it can be extended for any text log-files to consider the parser work. The first one is to start the analyzer
usage of any network resources and services, for example according to a schedule: a task planner starts the analyzer
SMTP, POP3, HTTP, NNTP, ICMP, SNMP. at specified moments determining the file (or files) to be

The Basis of the Log-file Parsing Method to Collect the data into the database.
Information about Network Software Licenses: The basis But if you want to know right now how many
of the method presented in the paper consists of: 1) a available licenses you have for required software, you
parser to retrieve required information from license should choose a second mode - the on-line start of the
manager’s system log-files; 2) a relational database parser. In this case, first of all, you should define through
formed on parsing results; 3) a web database interface to a web-form, what kind of software you are interested in.
generate the most demanding data retrievals that allow Secondly, the parser will start; it will retrieve a “current
you to make a standard decision on license management, point” from the database and will start to parse the log-file
such as: to buy additional licenses; to stop licenses from that point. Then some data added into the log-file
extension; to detect the most active users; to form an from the last “current point” will be stored in the
order of license using for customized expensive software database. After that a request to the DB will be executed
and so on. to count the amount of available licenses at the moment.

The parser is intended for parsing the license A database response will be shown to you through a user
manager’s system log-file selecting some required interface (through a web-page, for example).
information from this file and then storing the parsing We have used the Boost libraries [4] to develop the
results into the relational database. The log-file parser parser. In particular, we have used the Spirit library for
works on the base of regular expressions, which allow you string parsing; the Format library - for string formatting;
to set a parsing pattern definitely. When you run the the  Date_time  library  - for date and time processing; the

analyzed. The parser parses the log-files and stores some
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Filesystem library - to operate with a file system. Also the OUT: “feature” user (num_lic licenses)
“Program options” library was used to start the parser by
a task planner.

License Manager Log-file Analyzing: It is conventional
that a log-file has a text format. The lines of a log-file
provide some information about software license usage.
Every line of a FlexLM log-file is formed according to the
following format: “hh:mm:ss (process_name) message”,
where “hh:mm:ss” is the time of a message registration;
“process_name” is the name of a process that has created
the log-file to be parsed.

The following is an example of an lmlog.txt:

11:40:22 (lmgrd) MLM using TCP-port 1253
11:40:24 (MLM) OUT: "MATLAB" student@license_server 
11:51:04 (MLM) IN: "MATLAB" student@license_server 
12:18:07 (MLM) OUT: "MATLAB" student@license_server 
12:20:25 (MLM) OUT: "SIMULINK" student@license_server 

This log-file indicates that the user “student” took
out a MATLAB key from the server “license_server” at
11:40 and that it was returned at 11:51 when he exited
MATLAB. Then, at 12:18 he took out a MATLAB key
again and this time, took out a SIMULINK key at 12:20.

There are three types of messages in it:

Information messages;
Configuration problem messages;
Process error notifications.

Though various license managers may have a unique
log-file format, this file usually includes:

The time of a message to be registered;
The name of a process formed a message;
The text of a message.

Let’s consider the most important messages as an
example:

DENIED: num_lic feature to smb

A license request (in number num_lic) sended by
user smb for a software feature was refused

IN: “feature” smb (num_lic licenses)

User smb has returned licenses (in number num_lic)
for a software feature

User smb has borrowed licenses (in number num_lic)
for a software feature

A Review of License Manager’s Log-file Parsing Tools
: There is a wide list of web analytics software [5, 6]
including log-file parsing tools released under a free
software license and proprietary; implemented as libraries
or user applications. The configuration and customization
options of such software are different. The most
customized software lets user to set a parsing and
processing logic by means of special programming
languages, web-designers and  dynamic  link  libraries.
The examples of such kind of software are the following:
Logstash [7], Swatch [8], Xlogmaster [9], Splunk [10].

While solving the task of license monitoring and
managing in the SFU the following factors were taken into
account: the amount of customization options and the
software cost. We are using the FlexLM software as a
license manager in our university. OpenLM Utilizer [11]
software is widely used for statistics gathering on FlexLM
log-files. OpenLM is a comprehensive software tool for
managing the usage of concurrent  license  applications.
It provides organizations clear view of license usage, for
example: it shows general statistics on license on daily
and weekly license usage; it singles out licenses that have
been in use or that have not been used for a predefined
period of time; it lists all active users and tracks license
activity of individual users; it can accumulate some
reports of license request denials. OpenLM provides a
Light software edition. This edition is distributed free of
charge, but of limited capabilities (it can manage only one
FlexLm port, for example). You should buy the full version
to receive a statistic from additional FlexLm ports.
OpenLM’s pricing is based on two parameters: a number
of users and a number of vendor daemons. A price of
OpenLM for universities is about 1000$ per year. At the
same time the method suggested in the paper can be
implemented using free software. 

In addition when you use any commercial software
you have no opportunities to modify license data base,
for example, you can’t change or add any users attributes.
And at the same time a software package, implemented
under the provided method, allows users to make a wide
list of modifications, according to users’ requirements and
requests.

Data Base Forming: A structured data, received during
the log-file parsing, are stored in a special data base. And
regardless  of  the  amount  of  log-files     that   have  been
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analyzed a single data base is being forming. A license
manager records its  license  information  into  various
log-files according to the different vendors, so usually
each software has its own log-file. But the license
management database stores itself the whole information
on different software licenses allocated by a license
manager.

We are suggesting the next table set in the database
structure:

“last_parsing” table contains data about all log-files Fig. 2: MathCad license using diagram
that have been parsed with their “current point”
marks; To present a list of software and the number of
“parsing_result” – a temporary table, it corresponds denied licenses requests in long term and short term
to the lexical unit of the line in the log-file that have period. It clearly depicts the number of licenses that
been analyzed during it parsing. are actually required in the organization.
“journal” - a table that contains an information about To show the maximum (average) time of license
software license usage. a a, borrowed and license used for a specific product

There are some dictionaries in the database: To show the total longest time of license used by a

The table “computers” contains an information about To present the maximum daily number of licenses that
various computers that have used a software. have been borrowed at the same time for a specific
The table “software” contains information about the product during a precise date period.
license software.

We have chosen the MySQL [12] database comprehensive license information, such as a total
management system to implement a software package number of used, borrowed and available licenses; a list of
under the suggested method. MySQL is the world's most the denials that have occurred to compare the actual
popular open source database software. While choosing license usage to the number of available licenses. So, the
this DBMS the following factors were taken into account: results of the queries allows system administrators to

It’s characterized by a high reliability and query The main web-form of the user interface contains two
processing speed; fields providing a calendar to specify a date period and a
It can work on Windows; select-box providing a list of all license software.
It can work with PHP language.

A Database User Interface: Web-interface is the most data analysis provided  by  the  suggested  tool  allows
popular  and   widely   used  user  interface  nowadays. the university to save its money on software  buying.
We recommend to use a Content Management System Let's consider the example  of  mathematical  software
(CMS) that supports PHP language [13]. We have used (such as MathCad and Maple) usage in our university.
the open source CMS Drupal [14]. To make the right MathCad licenses were requested from 18 different
software license management decisions we have workstations. The whole number of the MathCad licenses
developed some PHP-scripts to carry out the following in our university is 9. The university benefits about 150
database queries: 000 rubles from the using of 9 floating licenses as

To show the number of currently  used  licenses  for were maximum 4 MathCad licenses that have been used at
a  specific  product  during   a   precise  date  period. the same time (Fig. 2), the university could have saved
It allows to estimate additional licenses requirements. additional 234 thousand rubles.

during a precise date period. It allows to form a
schedule of license usage.

specific workstation for each software product.

You can see that those queries can show some

provide a really effective license consumption pattern.

Some Results of the Provided Method Usage: A statistical

contrasted with 18 local licenses. Considering that there
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Fig. 3: Maple’11 license using diagram A.V. Tsimbalenko, 2010. Network software usage

Potentially Maple’11 licenses could been requested proceedings of the Conference Modern IT for
from 207 workstations. But since 172 licenses were education:  Southern   Federal   District, pp: 158-160.
purchased in 2007, only 76 licenses have been used (in Russian).
simultaneously (Fig. 3). Consequently, the university 4. Boost library documentation. Date Views 29.10.2013
could save about one million rubles on Maple’11 licenses www.boost.org/
in case of using the suggested tool. 5. Mark Nicolett and Kelly M. Kavanagh, 2011. Magic

CONCLUSION Management. Gartner RAS Core Research Note

The paper describes a log-file parsing method to docrep/ 2011/05/ gartner_magic_ quadrant_ siem_
obtain information about network software licenses report_ may2011.pdf
usage. A parser retrieves required data from license 6. Beatriz Plaza, 2009. Monitoring web traffic source
manager’s system log-files and then stores the parsing effectiveness with Google Analytics: An experiment
results into a relational database. The Boost libraries have with time series", Aslib Proceedings, 61(5): 474-482.
been used to implement the parser. A web database 7. Logstash documentation. Date Views 29.10.2013
interface was developed with the help of the open source logstash.net/ docs/1.2.2/ 
CMS Drupal to generate the most demanding data 8. Simple Log Watcher. Date Views 29.10.2013
retrievals. Also some PHP-scripts have been developed. sourceforge.net/ projects/swatch/
So the user web-interface shows the comprehensive 9. Xlogmaster. Date Views 29.10.2013
license information, as appears in the  license  manager www.gnu.org/software/xlogmaster/
log-files and provides the information to make the right 10. Welcome to Splunk Documentation. Date Views
software license management decisions. 29.10.2013 docs.splunk.com/Documentation/Splunk

The method suggested in the paper can be extended 11. Open, L.M., 2013. Official website. Date Views
for another log-files to analyze the utilization of any 29.10.2013 openlm.com
network resources and services, for example SMTP, POP3, 12. MySQL Documentation: MySQL Reference Manuals.
HTTP, NNTP, ICMP, SNMP and so on. In addition the Date Views 29.10.2013 dev.mysql.com/doc/ 
described software package allows users to make a variety 13. PHP Documentation. Date Views 29.10.2013
of “painless”, relaxed modifications. php.net/docs.php
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